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DESIGNED BY
Susan Qiu.

Crystal
Vase Collection

A vase made of clear multifaceted crystal, 
wrapped in a complementing brass shell that lets 
your florals shine. Its unique and unparalleled 
design with geometric and asymmetrical shapes 
allow light to bend and bounce through every 
angle beautifully. A truly elegant dining table cen-
terpiece that showcases your refined taste.



Brass Crystal Vase, Tall
The crystal shell vase collection is a true work of art. 
This functional shell vase is a dazzling home decor 
piece. Created from irregular cut crystal and wrapped 
brass shell, this one-of-a-kind design cannot go unno-
ticed. The way the light bends and moves over the 
unique style of the vase will mesmerize and delight 
you and your guests. Perfect for any space.

Material : Crystal, Brass
Dimension : 7’’W x 7’’D x 15’’H
Item Number : TT-1.2.M -15IN



Shell Crystal Vase
Material : crystal
Dimension : 4½’’W x 4½’’D x 7’’H
Item Number : TT-1.2

This exquisite modern shaped crystal vase makes a bold state-
ment with its dramatic design. It looks equally as beautiful 
alone or filled with flowers. This vase enhances the beauty in 
any room of your home or office.



Brass Crystal Vase
Material : Crystal, Brass
Dimension : 4½’’W x 4½’’D x 7’’H
Item Number : TT-1.2.M

Its unique and unparalleled design with a geometric shape and 
complementing brass shell lets your florals shine. A vase made 
of clear multifaceted crystal allows light to bend and bounce 
through every angle beautifully. A truly elegant dining table 
centerpiece that showcases your refined taste.



DESIGNED BY
Susan Qiu

Tabletop
Decoration 

An elegant and sophisticated design that 
perfectly infuses pure crystal with a brass 
shell. This exquisite piece of finely crafted 
home decor will add refinement to any 
space in your home or office. The asymmet-
rical and geometric crystal cut is intended to 
mimic natural shells, expertly designed to 
add detail and dimension to this work of art.



Brass accented crystal 
tabletop decoration

Material: Crystal, Brass
Dimension: 4½’’W x 4½’’D x 7’’H
Item Number : SC-1.1

The illustrious and luxurious crystal and brass tabletop decoration will catch the eyes of anyone near it.
With an elegant and sophisticated design that perfectly infuses pure crystal with a brass shell, this 
exquisite piece of finely crafted decor will add refinement to any space in your home or office space. 
The irregular crystal cut is intended to mimic a natural shell. It’s expertly designed to give added detail 
and dimension, much like a piece of art.



Brass Accented Crystal
Prism Tray 
The decorative prism tray is designed to fascinate and delight. Creating beautiful displays of 
light and color, each exquisite piece is functional and aesthetically appealing. Simply adjust the 
position of the metal slide to create countless unimaginable refractions of light as art. Use it to 
hold fruits, cakes, or whatever sparks your imagination.

Material : Crystal, Brass
Dimension : 11’’W x 10¼’’D x 1½’’H
Item Number : OC-T



Crystal and Branch
Tabletop Decor 
This clear crystal display pedestal is finely crafted and visually 
stunning. Made of crystal mixed with acrylic and natural wooden 
branches, the unique pedestal will be a breath of fresh air for any 
space. Its eye-catching design is stylish and refined and will make 
a superb addition to your home or office. Use it to display vases, 
artwork, sculptures, and more.

Description

Branch Tabletop Décor Features

This functional one-of-a-kind pedestal will be a welcome addition 
to any room and will complement any decor. Composed of clear 
acrylic and wooden branches, this piece is both modern and time-
less in design.

•  Stunning modern design that is both elegant and stylish
•  Organic wooden base and real wooden branches
•  The timeless design will be an excellent addition to any space
•  Natural wood and crystal mixed with acrylic and easy to clean

and care for

Material: Crystal
Dimension: 11’’L x 11.5’’W x 15’’H
Item Number : BBXP-9020



Branch
Collection

Furniture

Our luxury
Crystal Furniture Collection
inspired by nature.



Crystal Branched
Adorned Coffee Table

Material: Crystal
Dimension: 30’’L x 18.8’’W x19.6’’H
Item Number : BBXP-101

This finely crafted table is a sophisticated piece of decor that will signifi-
cantly enhance any space in your home or office. Stunningly beautiful, 
this table makes a striking statement. Natural wooden branches with 
delicate leaves are encased in clear crystal mixed with acrylic, creating a 
unique table that is exquisite and timeless.

Description
With its brilliant acrylic crystal and natural branch design, this 
table will add style and sophistication to any room. It is an 
impressive decorative piece that will captivate anyone who 
lays eyes on it.

Features

•  An elegant table that will complement any space in your
home, office, or business

•  An extraordinary and finely designed piece that is decorative
and sophisticated

•  Features exquisitely cut, clear crystal mixed with acrylic, and
natural wooden branches with leaves that create a unique
showpiece

•  Sold one-piece design with beveled edges

•  Available in a circular and elongated oval design



Crystal Icicle Table

Material: Crystal
Dimension: 45’’L x 25’’W x15.7’’H
Item Number : BBXP-102

This finely crafted crystal coffee table is a sophisticated piece of 
decor that will significantly enhance any space in your home or 
office. Stunningly beautiful, this table makes a striking statement. 
Natural wooden branches with delicate leaves are encased in clear 
crystal mixed with acrylic, creating a unique table that is exquisite 
and timeless.

Description
With its brilliant acrylic crystal and natural branch design, this 
table will add style and sophistication to any room. It is an 
impressive decorative piece that will captivate anyone who
lays eyes on it.

Features
•  An elegant table that will complement any space in your

home, office, or business

•  An extraordinary and finely designed piece that is decorative
and sophisticated

•  Features exquisitely cut, clear crystal mixed with acrylic, and
natural wooden branches with leaves that create a unique
showpiece

•  One-of-a-kind design with beveled edges
•  Available in a circular and elongated oval design



Round Luxury Table

Material: Crystal
Dimension: 43.3’’Φ x 12’’H
Item Number : BBXP-069

This magnificent round coffee table is both function-
al and elegantly designed. It is a wonder of crafts-
manship and will add a sense of sophistication and 
flair to any room in your home, office, or business. 
Perfect for displaying luxury accessories, this table is a 
real work of art.

Description
With a round glass top, this end table is exquisitely designed. 
The base is eye-catching, made with a crystal / acrylic mix
and organic wooden elements. This table is functional and 
also a breathtaking feat of design.

Features
•  A flat glass top may be used to display luxury pieces

•  Crystal mixed with the acrylic base with beautiful natural
wood branches

•  A unique and one of a kind piece that will ‘wow’ guests

•  Easily maintained high-end piece of decor



Material : Crystal, Wood
Dimension: 45’’L x 23.6’’W x16.5’’H
Item Number : BBXP-9041

Contemporary Coffee Table

This coffee table is a marvel of superb craftsmanship and de-
serves to be the center of attention in any room. With a daring 
decorative design, this crystal mixed with acrylic table definitely
has a wow factor. Its sleek appearance is both functional
and sophisticated.

Features
•  Centered in your sitting area, this table is uncommon and bold.

•  Created of finely made crystal mixed with acrylic and genuine
wood and branch accents

•  Add dimension and sophistication to any room

•  It's a one of a kind piece for those with exquisite tastes in elegant 
furnishings

Description
A section of natural wood is suspended in the center of clear crystal 
mixed with acrylic in this one-of -a-kind coffee table.
Bold, beautiful, and distinctive, this table pushes the boundaries of 
elegant design and takes refinement to a new level.



Crystal Wood Console Table

Material: Crystal, Wood
Dimension: 46’’L x 13’’W x 31.5’’H
Item Number : BBXP-056

This exquisitely crafted crystal console table is both distinctive
and daring in design. Organic wood branches and wood pieces 
are suspended in a magnificent crystal, acrylic mix. Its flowing 
design captures the eye and captivates the mind. A perfect 
piece to add luxury and style to any room and to complement 
any decor.

Features
•  Lavishly flowing design that is perfect for any space

•  Made of radiant crystal mixed with acrylic and real wood
branches

•  Decorative design to bring superior style into your home
or office

•  Created from materials that are easily maintained

Description
This breathtaking decorative table is spectacular and alluring. It 
is the perfect piece to add some grandeur to any room, home, 
or office. Created from crystal mixed with acrylic and natural 
wooden branches, this table is pure luxury.



Branched Crystal
Arm Chair

Material: Crystal, Twigs
Dimension: 26’’L x 22’’W x 31’’H
Item Number : BBXP-100

This decorative luxury armchair is dripping with style and 
sophistication. Made of sleek and lustrous crystal mixed with 
acrylic that has been enhanced with real wooden branches, this 
piece is of museum quality and screams elegance and sophisti-
cation. This magnificent chair will wow guests when visiting 
your home or office.

Features
•  Decorative chair of radiant crystal mixed with acrylic and authentic

wooden branches

•  A work of modern art with a chic and sophisticated style

•  Created from materials that are easy to maintain

•  Will add elegance and splendor to any room

Description
A decorative chair that will not go unnoticed, this finely made chic 
and modern chair will accentuate any room. The smooth lines attest 
to its refined quality and unparalleled style. This chair is just exception-
al.



Crystal waterfall
armchair

Material:  Crystal, Twigs
Dimension: 21’’L x 21’’W x28’’H
Item Number : BBXP-099

This decorative luxury armchair is dripping with style and sophis-
tication. Made of sleek and lustrous crystal mixed with acrylic 
that has been enhanced with real wooden branches, this piece is 
museum quality and screams elegance and sophistication. This 
magnificent chair will wow guests when visiting your home or 
office.

Features
•  Decorative chair of radiant crystal mixed with acrylic and

authentic wooden branches

•  A work of modern art with a chic and sophisticated style

•  Created from materials that are easy to maintain

•  Will add elegance and splendor to any room

Description
A decorative chair that will not go unnoticed, this finely made 
chic and modern chair will accentuate any room. The smooth 
lines attest to its refined quality and unparalleled style. This 
chair is just exceptional.



Crystal Tufted Armchair

Material : Crystal, Twigs
Dimension: 20’’L x 18.5’’W x 26’’H
Item Number : BBXP-9042

Designed to catch the eye, this chair is so much more than im-
pressive. The fine, clear crystal mixed with acrylic is radiant as it 
enchases the natural wooden branches. No matter which room, 
this exquisitely crafted chair will bring an element of magnifi-
cence and sophistication.

Features
•  A decorative chair that will complement any decor or style

•  High-quality crystal mixed with acrylic material that is easy
to maintain

•  Organic wood branches that add elegance and sophistication
to your home or office

•  One-of-a-kind design that will elevate your surroundings

Description
The stunning decorative chair will make a regal statement. The 
clear yet dazzling appearance will add a touch of sophistication, 
brightness, and visual appeal to any room. The chair’s sleek and 
modern look will draw attention.



Branched Low Back Chair

Material: Crystal, Twigs
Dimension: 22’’L x 21’’W x 24’’H
Item Number : BBXP-067

Stylish and eye-catching, this stunning three-legged 
low-back chair is the perfect addition to any area. Crystal 
bright design that highlights the unique natural branch 
design within. This low-back chair is a sophisticated piece of 
furniture of the highest quality.

Features
•  A masterpiece of design with unique features

•  Crystal mixed with acrylic and natural wooden branches produce 
an elegant and sophisticated look

•  High quality, decorative, and easy to maintain

•  Complements any decor or style and adds elements of refinement

Description
This chair is original, and uniquely modern yet elegant and iconic. 
Made of a crystal / acrylic mix with real wooden branches, this
chair will no doubt be a showpiece in your home, office, or business. Its 
superior design and quality speak of pure luxury and good taste.



Wood combo Armchair

Material: Crystal, Wood, Twigs
Dimension: 21.65’’ L x 21.65’’ W x 29.13’’ H
Item Number : BBWC-100

This decorative luxury armchair is dripping with style and sophis-
tication. Made of sleek and lustrous crystal, mixed with acrylic is 
combined with European ash, that has been enhanced with real
wooden branches. The piece is of museum quality and screams
elegance and sophistication. This magnificent chair will 'wow'
guests when visiting your home or office.

Armchair Features
•  Decorative chair of radiant crystal mixed with acrylic and authentic

wooden branches, combined with wood seating.
•  A work of modern art with a chic and sophisticated style
•  Created from materials that are easy to maintain

•  Will add elegance and splendor to any room

Description
A decorative chair that will not go unnoticed, this finely made chic 
and modern chair will accentuate any room. Its smooth lines attest to 
its refined quality and unparalleled style. This chair is just exceptional.



Cubic Crystal Pedestal

This clear crystal display pedestal is finely crafted and visually 
stunning. Made of crystal mixed with acrylic and natural 
wooden branches, the unique pedestal will be a breath of fresh 
air for any space. Its eye-catching design is stylish and refined 
and will make a superb addition to your home or office. Use it 
to display vases, artwork, sculptures, and more.

Features
•  A functional pedestal that is stylish and chic

•  Made of crystal mixed with acrylic and real wooden branches
•  Unique and one of a kind design

•  Sleek and polished and will add a touch of sophistication to any space

Description
This functional one-of-a-kind pedestal will be a welcome addition to any 
room and will complement any decor. Composed of clear acrylic and 
wooden branches, this piece is both modern and timeless in design.

Material: Crystal, Twigs
Dimension: 11’’ L x 11.5’’ W x 15’’ H
Item Number : BBXP-079



Water Splash Chaise Lounge
Material : Crystal, Twigs
Item Number : WSC-RC10
Size 60” L x 49” W x 47" H

Chic, one of a kind design made from acrylic crystal with our signature em-
bedded leaves. We love the curves and irregular patterns of splashing water, 
so what better way to capture the movement than in the form of an elegant 
chaise lounge.



Uniquely Shaped Pedestal

Material: Crystal, Twigs
Dimension: 11.8’’ L x 11.8’’ W x 13.7’’ H
Item Number : BBXP-078

This asymmetrical crystal display pedestal is finely crafted and vis-
ually stunning. Made of crystal mixed with acrylic and natural 
wooden branches, the unique pedestal will be a breath of fresh air 
for any space. Its eye-catching design is stylish and refined and will 
make a superb addition to your home or office. Display vases, plants, 
artwork, and more. Also doubles as a stool.

Features
•  A functional pedestal that is stylish and chic

•  Made of crystal mixed with acrylic and real wooden branches
•  Unique and one of a kind design

•  Sleek and polished and will add a touch of sophistication to
any space

Description
This functional one-of-a-kind pedestal will be a welcome addition 
to any room and complement any decor. Composed of clear acrylic 
and wooden branches, this piece is both modern and timeless in 
design.



 

Office Collection
Presenting our decorative office acces-
sories collection. The elegant desk part-
ners combine fine crystal with brass to 
refract light to give off a luminous effect. 
Highlight your elevated taste level with 
beautiful and functional pieces.

DESIGNED BY
Susan Qiu.



Crystal and Brass Bookend

Material: Crystal, Brass
Dimension: 7’’ W x 4’’ D x 6’’ H
Item Number : BE-2.3

The multifaceted triangular bookend is brilliantly de-
signed with light-bending clear crystal complemented 
by shiny metallic brass accents. Asymmetrical and mul-
tifaceted, it reflects and refracts light beautifully. A true 
statement piece that will add an elegant and artistic 
look to any bookshelf or desk.



Crystal and Brass
Business Card Holder

The sturdy yet minimalist brass holder is accentuated by a 
shining clear crystal form, geometrically cut to reflect light in 
all angles. The modern and sleek design of complementing 
materials shines and illuminates any surface. Add a business 
card holder to your reception counter that’s as unique as 
your business.

Material: Crystal, Brass
Dimension: 5’’ W x 3½’’ D x 3’’ H
Item Number : BC-2.1



Crystal Pen Tray

Materials : Crystal, Brass
Dimension: 11’’ W x 4¼’’ D x 1¼’’ H
Item Number : PT-2.2

A stylish desk tray uniquely combines clear crystal with 
brass metallic accents. Minimalist yet distinctive, the 
beautiful design will showcase your elevated taste. Uni-
versal grooves fit any sized pen, and an extendable 
brass tray slides out to hold even more desktop essen-
tials. This modern crystal and brass pen tray will make 
the perfect desk partner.



Lighting
Collection 



Brass Wall Sconce Lighting
Crystal and Brass Circles

Materials: Crystal, Brass
Dimension: 23"H x 14.5" W
Item Number : M0-SC-6.2

A unique brass wall sconce that consists of three circles of glistening
textured crystal, plus one circle of brass all joined together in a cohe-
sive form. The ingenious combination of crystal and brass radiates
with unparalleled beauty. Give your space a soft warm glow with the
Brass Circle Sconce: a contemporary and modern work of art.



Brass accented
Crystal wall decoration

Material : Crystal, Brass
Dimension: 13½’’W x 1½’’D x 10’’H
Item Number : WS-1. 3

An asymmetrical geometric wall decoration made of crystal and brass 
artistically combined to reflect light at multiple angles. Gorgeously lumi-
nous and delightfully mesmerizing, it is an elegant and sophisticated 
work of art to illuminate your space.



The combination of the antique brass and crystal shell 
reflection embodies pure unique elegance which cre-
ates an exceptional warm luminous effect.

 

Shell wall sconce
Material: Crystal, Brass 
Dimension: 9"W x 2"D x 8"H 
SKU: SCO-1.4



Butterfly

Butterfly Lighting Collection

Item number:
Green Color : BU-GR-SCO
Gray Color  : BU-GRY-SCO
Clear Color : BU-CLR-SCO
Dimension: 11” W X D 5 . 3 X 11” 1/8 H

The Butterfly lighting collection translated the lively butterfly 
into elegant sculptural lighting fixtures.

Awed by the splendorous beauty of the butterfly, Dainte has 
turned its  elegant wings into luxurious lighting shades. These 
lighting fixtures will enlighten the energy of any environment, 
boasting their fanciful existence.



Lily Collection
Lily flowers symbolize purity and devotion. The collection illustrates minimalistic and elegant silhouettes 
with complementary colors. The entire body is modeled after how a lily flower naturally looks and is made 
with textured brass. Lily lighting fixtures will add elegance and grace to any environment.



Item number
Wall Sconce : LI-SCO

Dimension: 5.5" W x 15.7" H

Lily Sconce



Item number
Pendant Light : LI-PE3
Dimension: 27.6” W x 35.4" H
Material: Crystal, Brass 
Rope length is adjustable

Item number
Pendant Light : LI-PE1

Dimension: 5.5” W x 37.4" H
Material: Crystal, Brass 

Rope length is adjustable

Lily Pendants



Item number
Pendant Light : LI-PE5

Dimension: 19.7” W x 68.9" H
Material: Crystal, Brass 

Rope length is adjustable

Lily Pendants



Table Lamp

Item number
Desk Lamp : LI-DL
Dimension: 8.7 W x 7.1"D x 23.7"H 



Create a custom size, shape for the canopy or
mounting to hold any number of lights desired

Extend the length of cable fitted in any space to allow
for a longer drop for extra tall ceilings

Available in Gold and Black

Available from 3W to 8W, compatible with all dimmer types

Customization :

Rope Length :

Rope Color :

Light Bulb :

Build your own Lighting
15

.7
5 

in
ch

Ø 5.5 inch

Our lily collection provides designers with the flexibility to create 
their own pendant display or Chandelier-style lighting. Combine 
any number of lily pendants, all of which can be tailored for scale 
and impact, to create the desired look. 



Two or more different sized brass circles can be joined from
any point to create a unique wall sconce or ceiling light fixture
Canopy or mounting can be custom designed to hold the
custom designed scones / ceiling light
Metal rods can be customized to suit the required height

Customization :

Canopy / Mounting :

Ceiling Height :

Build your own Lighting
Circular brass rings offer great flexibility in designing a custom wall sconce or 
ceiling light. Combine different circle sizes to form a large sconce for a modern 
interior. Circles can also be joined in any form or shape with a custom canopy 
or mounting to achieve the desired look. 

6.69" 8" 9.84"

Brass Ring
7.22" Dia
17mm Thick

Brass Ring
8.5" Dia
17mm Thick

Brass Ring
10.34" Dia
17mm Thick

GlassGlassGlass

4.72"

Glass

Brass Ring
5.22" Dia
17mm Thick



Customization Samples
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